FOLLOW-UP ACTION REPORTS
EXECUTIVE OF COUNCIL MEETING
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Items in bold indicate further approval is required by Council or Senate. Items in bold and highlighted indicate further approval is required by the Board. Other items reached final approval at Executive of Council unless otherwise indicated and only in certain cases will go to Senate for information.

COUNCIL COMMITTEE ON UNDERGRADUATE ADMISSIONS AND STUDIES

MOTION 1: Centre for Continuing Education – English as a Second Language Program – Revisions
MOTION 2: Centre for Continuing Education – ESL Course Level Names – Revision
MOTION 3: Centre for Continuing Education – EAP 030 Vantages 030 (Intermediate) – Direct Entry Scores
MOTION 4: Faculty of Engineering and Applied Science – Petroleum Systems Engineering – Admissions Suspension
MOTION 5: Faculty of Engineering and Applied Science – Energy Systems Engineering Major – New Program
MOTION 6: Faculty of Arts – Economics Major Program – Revision
MOTION 7: Faculty of Arts – Faculty of Arts Admission Requirements – Revision
MOTION 8: Faculty of Arts – Bachelor of Arts in Journalism – Revision
MOTION 9: Faculty of Arts – Bachelor of Journalism – Revisions
MOTION 10: Faculty of Arts – Bachelor of Arts in Journalism and Bachelor of Journalism – Residency Requirement Revision
MOTION 11: Faculty of Science – Minor in Environmental Geoscience – New Program
MOTION 12: Faculty of Science – Diploma in General Science – Revision